Let {Z. : _00< i < -f=} be a strictly stationary a-mixing sequence 1.
1.
... , Z ) be a statistic computed from the n Without specifying the dependence model giving rise to the sequence {Z.}, and without 1. specifying the marginal distribution of Z., we address the question 1. of variance estimation for t For estimating the variance of t n n -+ from just the available data Z , we propose computing subseries n values t m (Zi+l' Zi+2' ... , Zi+m)' 0 < i < i+m < n .
These subseries values are used as replicates in order to model the sampling variability of the statistic t. In particular we use adjacent non-overlapping subseries of length m , m-+-OO n n m In -+-0 .
n Our basic variance estimator is just the usual sample variance computed amongst these subseries values (after appropriate standardization). This estimator is shown to be consistent under mild integrability conditions.
A simulation study is conducted, leading to the introduction of overlapping subseries and improved performance of the variance estimator.
•
THE USE OF SUBSERIES VALUES FOR ESTIMATING THE VARIANCE OF A GENERAL STATISTIC FROM A STATIONARY SEQUENCE
by Edward G. Carlstein
Introduction.
Consider a strictly stationary sequence {Z. : _00 < i < +ro}
1.
-+-from which we observe Zn = (Zl' Z2' ... , Zn)' n> 1 A statistic t n -+-t (Z ) is computed from the observed series. In the n n
• absence of assumptions about the underlying dependence model in the sequence (e.g. autoregression), and in the absence of specific distributional assumptions about the Z 's (e.g. joint normality), i we would like to be able to estimate the variance of t from the n -+-available data Z n Most variance estimation techniques for general statistics have been aimed at iid samples, making heavy use of exchangeability in their schemes for generating replicates of t. This is true of the theory and intuition behind Tukey's (1958) "jackknife," Efron's (1979) "bootstrap," and Hartigan's (1969) "typical values."
Recently, Freedman (1984) and Freedman and Peters (1984) n n and m /n + 0 as n + 00 n Section 3 gives a detailed comparison of the motivating factors behind our variance estimator and those behind the standard variance estimators for iid data. In Section 4 we establish conditions under which our estimator will be consistent in the L 2 sense. Parallel theory is developed in Section 5 involving onlyF-consistency of the variance estimator. These conaist~ncy results are combined with the asymptotic normality results of Carlstein (1984) to obtain asymptotic normality for general statistics from a-mixing sequences with the limiting distribution being free of the nuisance parameter 0 2 investigate the finite-sample performance of the variance estimator.
The results of these studies (Section 6) give insight regarding the choice of subseries length (m ) n use longer overlapping subseries.
2. Notation and Definitions.
they also suggest a way to Let {Z. (ell) : _00 < i < +,o} be a strictly stationary sequence of 1 real-valued random variables (r.v.) defined on probability space (D,F,F).
Let F+(F-respectively) be the u-field generated by -3-({ .
•. , Z lew), Z (w)} respectively). (Billingsley (1968) , p. 167).
qq a(N)
In fact, Gastwirth and Rubin (1975) bound the mixing coefficient a(N) by C Ipl N for the normal and double-exponential AR(l) sequences, and by C N IplN for the Cauchy AR(l) sequence (where -1 < P < 1 is the AR parameter).
Let t n (zl' zZ'.·., zn) be a function from R n -+ R 1 , defined for each n> 1 so that t (Zl (w), Zz (w), ... , Z (w» is F-measurable.
n n
We will suppress the argument w of Z.(·) from here on.
Denote Zn = (Zi+1' Zi+Z'···' Zi+n) and t n = t n (Zn); as a particular case: theorems may be used to show that F (t) converges to F(t) with n probability 1; and Gastwirth and Rubin (1975) 
t~would never be able to reflect the dependencies of lag k+1 or ok J n greater. These arguments suggest the use of {t k n with k~00 as n~00 n Within this framework it seems reasonable to consider k = [Sn] n 'k J n since the corresponding t k 's are based on subseries n of the same order of magnitude as to itself. Unfortunately, only n representative subseries values.
of this form will ever be available as jk So an estimator based on such t k n,s n 2 will never stabilize and home in on a even as n~00 (Ironically, the bootstrap and typical-value methods use randomly selected subsets of the possible subsamples, since it is computationally impractical to use all the subsamples available.)
In light of these factors we propose the use of the subseries values Z1. , and does not involve any unknown parameters. t1. n n 1. , 0
is the correct theoretical standardization for s n in the sense that 2 2 o E (0,00). The proposed estimator for 0 is simply:
This is nothing more than the usual sample variance amongst the stant jm dardized subseries values {~s n n m n 6 we will investigate the choice of {m }, and we will introduce n some modifications (involving longer overlapping subseries) which -"2 enhance the performance of 0 n 4. L 2 -Consistency.
In this section we work out some theory for suhseries values.
The first main result is a law of large numbers for these entities.~2 This result is llsed to obtain consistency of 0 n Finally we arrive at an asymptotic normality result for to in which the (1)
The first term on the right hand side (r.h.s.) of (1) 
m n jm The idea here is that the covariance between non-adjacent f n,s is 1J n dropping off as the separation (m ) incrcaccc.~o, although i:ilCrc n Clre order n/m of these terms, their average becomes negligible n as n + 00 • o 2
Formally, we note first that (by (2. b» 1E{ (fn) } are bounded uniformly in n2:. nO by C < 00 • Assume now that n is sufficiently large so that m n 2:. nO .
Then for each k E {2, 3, ... , [n/m ]-l} we have:
Now we are ready to prove the L 2 -consistency of '}n. This result follows in part from Theorem 2, since~2 is essentially a n mean. then:
Proof:
Clearly we only need to show n n
In practice the L 2 -consistency is desirable because it translates into shrinking variance and bias for the estimator.
We can now combine the variance estiT:ldtion result (Theorem 3) with the distributional results of Carlstein (1984) , and obtain:
Theorem 5: Let {Z.} be a-mixing and let 1 in Theorem 3. Next we want to use Theorem 3 to conclude that (S.c) holds. In light of (5.a) with M =0 and N =R =n, it is enough to verify n n n°4
But e.u.i. of (t) follows directly from (S.b) together with In order to get the convergence in distribution (S.d) of Theorem "2 F 2 5, we really need just a --> a .
n It is possible to obtain results analogcus to Theorem 2 and Theorem 3, but which only require integrability conditions on the moments being estimated--not on the higher moments --and which yield only convergence in F for the subseries estimators.
The trade-off, however, is that we must explicitly relate the subseries length m to the rate of decay in a(·) .
n Specifically, we use
n n This says essentially that if the dependence is strong (i.e. ex(·) decreases slowly), the subseries length should be large relative to n .
-15-This is reasonable since under strong dependence we need larger "gaps" separating non-adjacent subseries values if we want them to behave as if they were independent.
Proceeding in this spirit:
Theorem 2.
Let {Z } be a-mixing and let fi i n ' 
We will show that each of the 3 terms on the r.h.s. converges to zero in W, using an argument similar to Chow and Teicher (1978) , pp. 125-126. 
Since {X n1 } are e.u.i., 3C<oo s.t. "2 At this stage it is helpful to write 0 as: n n im 2 replicates of (t n) to our estimate of 0 2 m n "2 im 2 Section 3, 0 will be biased if m is not long enough to make (t n) n n m n a good "representative." im jm h d n t n T e cross-pro uct terms t m m n n will add im to the bias if jm -(i+1)m is not large enough to make t nand n n m n jm t n approximately independent. And we need a fair number of m n im 2 (t n) replicates if our estimator is to be stable. These considm n "2 erations led us to define a and {m } with m~,~and n/m~00 n n n n and led us to impose a-mixing on the underlying sequence. The theoretical framework we arrived at was tractable, and yielded -22-encouraging results. But these same considerations also suggest "'2 modifications to improve the performance of 0 for finite n .
n For fixed n , we want our subseries to be as long as possible im 2 so that (t n) reflects all of the "relevant" dependence in {Z.} m l n We are restrained, however, by the fact that there are not enough non-overlapping long subseries.
In practice, then, it is worthwhile to consider allowing the subseries to overlap so that quality need not be sacrificed for quantity.
That is, we may use subseries starting at the same intervals {im n i=O,l,2, .. In the "'2 finite-sample setting we would expect to reduce the bias of (, n in so far as im 2
is a better representative than (t n) m n im n Yet the magnitude of the cross-product terms t k n jm n t k will probably n im n be greater than that of t m n jm -n t ill n especially for j-i small; this -23-could offset the reductions in bias. And furthermore, although im 2 n the number of (t k ) replicates is nearly the same as the number dardized by a factor of k /((j-i)m ) 2 if it is to be used to model . -
"2 which again reduces to the old 0 when I I . 1000 realizations of Z (and hence a ) were generated. n n
The routine generating the E. 's was adapted from the uniform random 1 number generator of Wichmann and Hill (1982) and the inversenormal approximation of Beasley and Springer (1977) . The results are presented in Table 1 .
• So the "bottom line" of this analysis is to identify which of the 9 estimators is best for each criteria (bias, variance, m.s.e.), given nand ep.
In Table 1 , an asterisk (*) indicates the best (or approximate best in the case of close races) estimator. Clearly, m = in n , n i = 1 is the big winner for all sample sizes when ep .1.
Moving on to the case of moderate dependence (ep = .5), we begin to see the biasing effect of insufficient subseries length.
In the case of m = in n, i = 1, where the bias is most substan- When the dependence is strong (¢ = .9) we are embarrassed to find that, as n increases, the minimum variance estimator bias than a n To investigate these effects . l '
f~2
Slmu atlons 0 a n 3/4 were conducted, but excluding m = n (due to insufficient r ) , n n and excluding .£ = 1 (for obvious reasons) and f = 3 (because the m.s.e. of f = 2 was usually better). The results for ¢ = .1, .5, .9 are in Table 2 .
(A bubble (0) indicates Under weak dependence unbiased, and so are the -2 then nothing is to be lost by using 0 n "insurance" against strong dependence, then there is something to be gained in using 0 2 n An analogous simulation study was conducted in order to investigate the behavior of 0 2 when si is the ratio statistic n n i
The results here echo those for s n there are substantial gains in debiasing for using i = 2 rather than i = 1 (for fixed ¢, n, m ), and this effect is more pron i = 2 minimizes m.s.e. when ¢ = .1 and ¢ =.5 (for all n); but •
